To my current and future representatives:

Does it really matter who represents me? The reason I ask is because when I attempted to reach the senator from my district I only got a secretary and never got to speak with my representative. When I called Attorney general with concerns on electric utility accountability from an incident that occurred September of 2016, nobody listened. PUC DOCKET NUMBER 50284 has been handled Pro Se by me because I was not heard by anyone with the authority to make necessary changes.

Fast forward to February 2021 freeze and now people are outraged at how electric utilities are not held accountable. This issue has been raised by myself since 2016 until now in front of State Office of Administrative Hearings in Docket number 473-20- 3116. Electric utilities submit reports that are misleading, deceptive and outright fraudulent to the Public Utility Commission of Texas and they have no idea what is going on. How can a regulatory authority that does not understand their role and legislature enforce or hold electric utilities accountable.

I encourage every representative of Texas to read the complaint in PUC Docket Number 50284 and see for themselves just how brazen electric utilities are when they are not held accountable.

Feel free to reach out to me and I will gladly speak to those in power because there needs to be change for the safety of all Texans.